Take control of all your adjustment and monitoring needs right at your fingertips with the new Implement Command option for select models of Turbo-Max! This system allows you to set, adjust, and monitor your Turbo-Max right on your ISO-compatible monitor in your tractor cab.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

CONTROL DEPTH
Easily monitor and control the Turbo-Max’s depth with a simple push of a button. Three programmable presets allow you to make tillage-depth adjustments quickly – even on the go.

CONTROL WEIGHT TRANSFER
Use the on-screen controls to easily dial in the appropriate amount of down pressure applied to the wings.

MONITORS GANG ANGLE
Monitor the Turbo-Max’s gang angle settings – from 0 to 6 degrees – with a quick glance at the screen.

MONITOR HYDRAULIC REEL
From maximum to float or raised completely, the finishing reel’s down pressure setting is displayed clearly on the screen.

MONITOR FORE/AFT LEVELING
Quickly view the Turbo-Max’s fore-and-aft leveling settings on the screen.

LOCK/UNLOCK BUTTON
Switches operation between the hydraulic finishing reel and the fore/aft leveling. This minimizes tractor SCV requirements and prevents accidental fore/aft leveling changes.

ISO-COMPATIBLE
The new Implement Command™ system works on the tractor’s virtual terminal so there is no need for extra monitors in the cab. For tractors equipped with multiple displays, dual VT compatibility lets you easily transfer implement controls to the next available VT on the bus.

EASY-TO-NAVIGATE SOFT KEYS
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